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SEARCH FOR CLEAN & PERFECT LEAD TO STERILE SPACES
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ASICA ENTERS EUROPE
 Thesis TU Delft, 2006
Supervisors: Oscar Rommens l Sebastian Veldhuizen
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VISIBLE INVISIBLE
Invitation Vitrine Atelier B, 2009
Collaboration with Stijn Beeckman
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250 EURO FOR 12 HOURS
250 EURO FOR 1 MONTH
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ABOUT 40 % EMPTY
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VISUAL RELATION 
VISUAL R
ELATION
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use of space by women
roller blind - open / close
neon - on / off
neon - on / off
backcurtain 
open / shut
frontcurtain 
open / shut
changing accumulation 
of furniture/objects
alive plants
CHANGE OF SPACE OVER TIME BY USE
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images on wall
furniture everywhere
lamps and sculptures
use by inhabitants
CHANGE OF SPACE OVER TIME BY USE
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SLEEPINg UNDER THE STARS
 self-initiated, 2008
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kYOTO
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bedroom livingroom
PROMENADEPROMENADE
STONES IN THE RIVER
CROSSING THE RIVER
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PROMENADE
RIVER
BRIDGE=ROOF
living
bicycle bicycle
pictures on
the wall
storage
storage
garbage
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PROMENADE
MEADOWLAND
RIVER
BRIDGE
bedroom
covered mattresses
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storage
garden
bedroom
storage
cat’s farm
living
kitchen
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cat’s farm
gate to 
cat’s farm
entrance
gate
cages 
with cats
bedroom
& storage
kitchen
living
circulation between rooms:
in garden
garden
cat’s picture wall
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16 HOURS
self-initiated, 2011
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expansion of terraces
of existing bars while 
funfair
pedestrian zone
while funfair
kid’s playing
stalls 
still 
closed
stands still closed
loudspeakers
turned off
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attractions & 
open stalls
draw people 
into space
space getting 
crowded
fairground attracts 
people to expanded 
existing terraces
elderly couple
attractions & open stalls
draw people into space
expanded existing 
terraces
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sounds getting 
louder
terraces 
remain crowded
morrocan 
family
maximum of lights
to attract people
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loudspeakers off
stands closed
bars expanding 
onto street
few cars 
reclaim street
occupation
of bar remains
fe  cars 
reclai  street
occupation
of bar remains
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"Of course we like the fair. It 
attracts so many clients. 
We expand our terrace to the 
street to accomodate all 
these people."
bar owner
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"it’s a pity the fairground lasts 
only  about a month.
The kids love it because they can 
play on the street. Usually the 
space is crowded by cars."
inhabitant of street & father
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terrace
street
parking
parking
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ACTION 1:
‘pedestrian crossing’ACTION 1:
‘pedestrian crossing’ ALIVE
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ACTION 2:
‘barbe à papa’
ACTION 1:
‘pedestrian crossing’
ACTION 2:
‘barbe à papa’
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ACTION 3:
‘cutting the road’
ACTION 1:
‘pedestrian crossing’
ACTION 2:
‘barbe à papa’
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‘We think it is a good idea to turn the street 
into a pedestrian road. If you’d ask people living 
and working in the street, for sure they would 
all agree and sign a paper if necessary!’
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Why not turn the street into a 
permanent pedestrian road?
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 VOYAgEURS
Self-initiated, 2011/2012
collaboration with Stijn Beeckman
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VISION
          
      settled ‘voyageurs’  
   
      new voyageurs
      dwellers in city           
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www.alivearchitecture.eu
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